This diagram shows the original configuration of the room and quantity of tables/chairs. The room MUST be arranged to this set-up and furniture CANNOT be removed from the room.
This diagram shows the original configuration of the room and quantity of tables/chairs. The room **MUST** be arranged to this set-up and furniture **CANNOT** be removed from the room.

**KEY:**
- 25 Tables
- 50 Chairs

EC 102 CLASSROOM

- ADA Accessible Desk
- Projector Screen
- Divider Wall here can be opened to create 100 seat classroom with EC 101

Instructor Chair

Instructor Workstation
This diagram shows the original configuration of the room and quantity of tables/chairs. Please note that this room is often rearranged by the College of Education. If you have any questions with regards to the setup, please refer to this diagram.
This diagram shows the original configuration of the room and quantity of tables/chairs. Please note that this room is often rearranged by the College of Education. If you have any questions with regards to the setup, please refer to this diagram.

**KEY:**
- 22 Tables
- 44 Chairs